MID-AMERICA YOUTH ORCHESTRA
Saturday, May 7, 1983
McCray Recital Hall
3:00 p.m.

PROGRAM

"UNFINISHED" SYMPHONY, No. 8 in B MINOR ---------- Franz Schubert
I. Allegro moderato
Conducted by Shannon Wettstein and Carolann Martin

FINALE from PIANO QUINTET IN E♭ -------------- Robert Schumann
Archana Gupta, Violin       Lisa Walther, Viola
Alice Cook, Violin          Mark Appier, Cello
                                          Shannon Wettstein, Piano

CONCERTANTE SYMPHONIE, K.V. 364 ---------- Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
I. Allegro maestoso
Viet Pham, Violin and Kirt Duffy, Viola

INTERMISSION

SINFONIA IX for Strings ------------- Felix Mendelssohn
I. Grave - Allegro

DANCE OF THE ROSE MAIDENS from "Gayne Ballet" ---- Aram Khachaturian

RUSSIAN DANCE from "Petrouchka" ----------- Igor Stravinsky
                                      Ling Chao Chen, Piano

MARCH FROM ATHALIA --------------------- Felix Mendelssohn
## MYO Personnel

### First Violin

- Janet Kemm, co-concertmaster
- Archana Gupta, Co-concertmaster
- Alice Cook, co-concertmaster
- Shannon Wettstein
- Viet Pham
- *Michelle Lane

### Second Violin

- Carl Cook, Principal
- Stephanie Rose
- Matt McGrath
- Sarah McGrath
- Buffy Brady
- Amy Rhodes
- Tracy Russell
- Melissa Spaulding
- *Joyce Torgerson

### Viola

- Lisa Walther, Principal
- Elizabeth Council
- *Kirt Duffy
- *Mary Elliott James

### Cello

- Denise Neil, co-principal
- Kathy Snyder, co-principal
- Mark Appier
- Jennifer Council

### Bass

- Kenneth Love
- Bill Sheverbush

### Flute

- Amy Belcher
- Laurel Ricketts
- Shelly Rouse

### Oboe

- Todd Miller
- *Russell Jones

### Clarinet

- Kristi Smith
- John Atteberry
- Trevor Layden
- Scott Lane

### Saxophone

- Geoff Smith

### Bassoon

- Sandra Coyle

### Horn

- Michael Gilliland
- *Richard Cook

### Trumpet

- Gerry Smith
- Kris Walker

### Trombone

- *Donna Feuerborn
- *Edgar Falkenstein
- *Tammy Williams

### Tuba

- *Paul Erin Suffridge

### Percussion

- Gregory Smith
- *Mark Powls
- *Melvin Baum

### Piano

- Ling Chao Chen

### Staff

- Assistant to the Conductor
- Viet Pham
- Stage Manager
- Kenneth Love

*Just Helping Out*